Abstract-In this study we treat TXO price as a dynamic system which changes over time and characterize it by differential equations. Our goal is to construct a model more suitable for TXO. We use -Parabola Approximation‖ proposed by Li et al. (2011) to solve the differential equations and try to find the model which fits our data the most. Empirical study shows the model used all produce accurate estimates of TXO prices.
INTRODUCTION
Main types of derivatives are forward contracts, futures, options and swaps. Option is an agreement that holders can trade the underlying asset at some time in the future (the expiration date or maturity) for a certain price (the exercise price or strike price). Holders must pay the premium to sellers who are obligated to carry out the contract at the expiration date. If it is possible to forecast the theoretical price of an option by using a good model, the participants in the market could have better control of cost or understand if there exists arbitrage opportunity. For a country or a section, the good theoretical price forecast also provides stability of the option trading market.
Taiwan Futures Exchange provides a variety of derivatives as Taiwan financial market flourished. Among them, the trading volume of TAIEX index option (TXO) increases the most since traded in 2001 and now is the largest. Since TXO is popular in Taiwan financial market, building a reliable and accurate model to explain the change of its price or forecast its theoretical price is instant and also a main research subject in Taiwan.
In this study, we regard the market prices of some TXO contracts as a dynamic system which is a continuous function of time respectively. From real data, we try to find the relationship between the option price and time as characterizing it by differential equations. By this approach we expect to build a model which fits Taiwan empirical data the most and offer a new method for financial research. This article is divided into five main sections. Section 1 provides a brief introduction to the motive and purpose of the study and reviews important literature and models. Section 2 outlines the analysis method used in this study. Section 3 presents the comparison of empirical study results of our model and Black-Scholes model. Finally, section 4 provides conclusions and suggestions for future studies.
Literature There are many option pricing models, among which the most popular is Black-Scholes (B-S) model [1] and other improved models based on it. In B-S model, the stock price is viewed as a stochastic process and therefore the option pricing formula is derived. Under certain boundary conditions, there exists the unique solution of B-S and is very convenient when being applied to empirical data; however the derivation is complicated and it is difficult to explain the model coefficients economically. This makes lots of researchers try to improve B-S model in order to produce theoretical values approaching market values, for example in [2~4].
Since B-S model can only be applied to value European options, CRR model [5] is used to value American options, which is a discrete-time model. As the time interval becomes smaller, the theoretical option price calculated from this model will converge to that of continuous-time model in the limit. Hence this model can be seen as a special case of B-S model. As for valuing other options, details and discussion can be found in Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives [6] .
Based on previous results of empirical studies, we simply assume the price of stock and the price of option are continuous functions of time and can be regarded as a dynamic system respectively. We study the change of the dynamic system over time and construct the model of it from real data without specifying the form of model at first. We then recognize the economic meanings of the coefficients in the model. By this approach, we try to form a model more applicable to reality and the theoretical values closer to the market values.
METHOD
The evolution rule of a dynamic system is generally represented by a differential equation which sometimes is a partial differential equation because the state space could have many dimensions. Furthermore, in reality the equation is frequently nonlinear since the phenomenon exists in the fields such as fluid mechanics, automatic control, etc. As a result, the numerical computation of nonlinear differential equation and dynamic system trace back to fluid mechanics [12, 13] , and afterwards it was applied to biology, ecology, Logistic equation in population dynamics, electronic circuit, and artificial intelligence and so on.
We treat our subject u(t) as a dynamic system whose evolution rule can be represented by a nonlinear differential equation: du/dt = f (t,u) . Generally the initial condition is given as   0 0 u u  . In real world it is hardly to know the exact form of ) ,
, and hence in this study we use parabola approximation proposed by Li [10] 
can be approximated to: by parabola approximation piecewisely. Since the order of observations are not necessarily consistent with time, the sign of integral needs to be negative when they differ. We discuss 6 different situations during the process of solving the differential equation by parabola approximation as follows:
Also, the discriminant of the equation,
, may be greater than, equal to, or less than zero. If the discriminant is greater than zero, we denote the two roots of the equation as 1 x and 2 x , where 2 1 x x  . Then we can categorize the solutions by the order of observations and the discriminant.
As solving the differential equation by parabola approximation, sometimes the coefficient α is very close to zero. Under the circumstances, we should solve the differential equation by both linear and parabola approximation. Since the integral is closer to real data and error reduces when solving the differential equation by linear approximation if successive data go straight up or down.
Additionally, if the two roots of the equation as 1 x and 2 x fall in the range of integration (i.e. at least one value of 1 x and 2 x is between
, the integral is unreliable because their singularity properties. We also solve the differential equation by linear approximation in such situation.
Application to options Suppose our research subject is denoted as u(t), whose evolution rule is characterized by a nonlinear differential equation and solved by parabola approximation described previously. In this study our subject is TXO (There are two types: Call and Put. In this study we take call option as example to explore the effect of constructing model by nonlinear differential equation and dynamic system.) or Taiwan stock index. We make some notations related to our subject ) (t u : . We compare two methods -forward and backward difference -and the empirical analysis results agree. For the convenience of representing the model we only show the result of forward difference method below.
We assume both average call price and stock index are functions of time. We propose the following models to study their relationship with time:
where  represents the relationship of level of risk per dollar and average call price,  means the level of risk and  is the growth rate of average call price relevant to economic scale and market information by time t.
As using this model to fit the data, we separate the data into pieces among which each contains three successive data and then find the relationship between the subject (average call price or stock index) and its changing rate by parabola approximation piecewisely. First we solve the differential equation
. Afterwards integrating the equation above over the time interval (i.e. applying the results in last section) allows us to obtain the theoretical values of average call price or stock index. When we apply this model to average call price and solve the differential equations by parabola approximation, calculations and meanings of the coefficients  ,  ,  are in the following. As using this model to fit the data, from differential equation (3) we obtain 
In this study we use two kinds of errors to evaluate the estimation effects of the models. Definitions of these two errors are Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE):
and Root Mean Square Percentage Error (RMSPE): O is the real value of the data at time i , and n is the number of data. The smaller MAPE and RMSPE are, the better the model fits. The results of using them to evaluate models are similar in this study. MAPE is a measure of accuracy of how well the model fits the data. We use the classification suggested by Lewis [7] : , we select 5 TXO call options as subjects to study their market prices during the one-month duration. The 5 TXO call options have strike prices as 5600 (inthe-money), 5700 (in-the-money), 5800 (at-the-money), 5900 (out-of-the-money), and 6000 (out-of-the-money) respectively.
Historical trading data of TXO show that trades spread unevenly, that is, there may be several trades in one minute and there may not be any trade during a period of time. On the other hand, the trading time of stock in Taiwan is from 9:00 AM to 1:30 PM while the trading time of TXO is from 8:45 AM to 1:45 PM. Therefore, we calculate the average price of a call from 8:45 AM to 9:00 AM and average price from 1:30 PM to 1:45 PM to be correspondent with the trading time of stock. For the convenience of calculations of differentials in the nonlinear differential equation, we then process the data to obtain average price of each TXO call option and stock index per 90 minutes. As a result, the number of data is 54 for the average stock index series and also 54 for each series of average call price.
Model fitting
We assume both average price of TXO call option and stock index are related to time. Then we fit the data by dynamic model stated previously and compare the differences between fitted values and real values. The results of model fits are similar for all five average call price series, so we take the average price of the at-the-money call (i.e. strike price is 5800) and stock index for example as follows to illustrate the fits of the dynamic model. As using dynamic model to fit the data, we integrate directly to obtain the theoretical values of average call price or stock index. We take the average price of the at-the-money call for example, comparisons of the theoretical values of the dynamic model, the theoretical values of B-S model, and market prices are shown in Figure 3 As mentioned before, the theoretical values of dynamic model are very close to market prices while B-S model can capture the variation tendency of the data but with more obvious errors. We consider this as a result of estimation of volatility. Former researches indicate that volatility is the vital variable in valuing options by B-S model and cannot be known in advance or directly observed from market information, it is the most adequate to use Historical volatility model to estimate volatility because it produces theoretical values closer to market values [11] . However the error of B-S model is somewhat larger compared with dynamic model; consequently we need a more precise model in application.
In this study we analyze the data of five average call price series and the comparison results of dynamic model and B-S model is in the following: Table 2 . Table 2 MAPEs of dynamic model and B-S model -average price of call, Table 3 RMSPEs of dynamic models and B-S model -average price of call.
This dynamic model can capture the variation tendency of the data as a whole. Although the errors of this model when fitting average prices of out-of-the-money call options are a little larger, the errors of the rest data show that model fittings are good. After examining the fitting results, we discover that the lager errors show when the call options are near the expiration date. In the situation, if the call is out-of-the-money and the value of the call is close to zero, then slight fluctuations in market prices will cause severe fluctuations in nonlinear theoretical values and large errors. B-S model also can capture the variation tendency of the data but with obviously larger errors. Despite of larger errors, the theoretical values of B-S model can converge to zero when the call options are near the expiration date.
Graphs of coefficients of model
When we study our subject, TXO, by applying dynamic model, it is important to find out the functions which characterize the relationship between these coefficients and time. From the functions, we have clues of the factors that may affect average prices of TXO, sources of errors, and predictions of the subject. Empirical study shows that the dynamic model has good fits, we take the average price of the at-the-money call (exercise price 5800) for example, graphs of ) ( 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
B-S model has been the most important model for valuing options since nineteen seventies, and other improved models are mostly based on the assumptions of B-S model. But B-S model still produces unreasonable errors due to the differences between reality and the model assumptions and all the assumptions cannot be corrected at the same time. Additionally, in order to correct the assumption of constant volatility in B-S model, improved model assumes the variance of return change with fixed elasticity but the assumption of volatility is strong in this way. Furthermore, many researches indicate that estimation of volatility is the most difficult part when applying B-S model and the estimation directly affect the precision of the model. In this study, we consider the options valuation from another point of view. Hence we do not have any assumptions on market and build the model from real data of the subject.
We regard the main subject (TXO or stock index) as a dynamic system which changes over time. We only assume the evolution rule is a continuous function of time and can be represented by a differential equation. Then we use parabola approximation to find the model which fits the data the most. Both dynamic model and B-S model assume stock price change with time, but B-S model assume it follows the specific movement-geometric Brownian motion-while dynamic model does not specify how it moves. Therefore, there exists the unique solution of B-S model under certain boundary conditions and it is very convenient when being applied to empirical data. On the other hand, when applying dynamic model we have to find the functions to describe how the coefficients change with time and hence there are more steps of numerical computations.
Empirical study shows that this dynamic model in this paper has good fits for average call prices and even highly accurate fits for stock index, and characterizes actual changes of the subject. We can conclude that both prices of TXO call options and stock index (TAIEX) can be modeled by dynamic system model. If we can predict stock index precisely in the future, we can directly value any derivatives based on the prediction of the underlying stock index. We make some suggestions of future researches as follows: 1. Empirical study shows dynamic model theoretical values of average call prices do not converge to zero as B-S model does. Dynamic model is more sensitive and the theoretical values sometimes fluctuate when the call options are near the expiration date because the call is out-of-the-money and the value of the call is close to zero. Furthermore we should consider the price limits in Taiwan stock market. So we suggest that some constraints may be added to the dynamic model in order to avoid the fluctuations mentioned above. 2. All the coefficients of dynamic model are time-related. From the calculations of their functions, we find them to be very dynamical so that it may cause some difficulties to predict the theoretical values of options prices. Except for predicting the subject from directly predicting the coefficients, we can first model the coefficients by considering the effects of some economic variables (e.g. exchange rate between NTD and USD) and then predict the behavior of the subject. By considering the effects of economic variables, we may understand the causes of the coefficients' dynamics and lower errors of predictions.
3. In practice, the data of options trades are not collected at the fixed time so that intervals of each trade are not the same. Furthermore, errors occur when applying continuous-time model to discrete data. In order to lower errors, we suggest that interpolate artificial data to shorten intervals between trades without affecting the theoretical values.
In this paper, we study the subject, TXO call options, and investigate the possibility of valuing options by dynamic model. Empirical study shows that we can obtain accurate model fits in this way. According to MAPE, the dynamic model capture the trend and details of changes of the data and produce good fits. In the future, we will try to confirm the sources of errors and economic meanings of dynamic model. Moreover, we will apply this method to value both call and put options with different durations and other derivatives based on the prediction of the underlying stock. Thus, we hope to offer another model to value derivatives. 
